ABOUT EMPYREAL PUBLISHING HOUSE
Empyreal Publishing House [EPH] located at Guwahati, Assam is glad to introduce its new Research Service “Thesis to Book
with ISBN”. Empyreal Publishing House is a part of Empyreal Institute of Higher Education which began its services as a
publisher of journals. EHP has grown by leaps and bounds as one of the foremost publishing houses of North East India. EHP
makes every effort in providing quality publications with an affordable price to the common man. Today EHP publishes and
distributes various kinds of books on management, Commerce, Computers, Economics, English, Science, Sports, Edited
Volumes and Thesis. EHP’s endeavour is to bring out the best works and hence collaborates with intellectuals in different
fields. EHP follows a policy of moderately pricing the titles to supply quality books at reasonable rates. EPH has a team of
professionally trained personnel and quality consultants. EPH website constantly updates and displays all the new releases.
EPH is highly indebted to millions of content book- lovers across the globe.

WHY THESIS to ISBN BOOK
Empyreal Publishing House offers thesis publication services to give authors a global platform to showcase their valuable work.
Master's Thesis or a Doctoral Dissertation are grey literature which are not widely accessible. But, with the help of EHP, the
research and findings of thesis will have a worldwide visibility and can greatly contribute to their respective fields of creativity. If
you are awarded Master / Doctorate degree and want to give your thesis a shape of a Book, then opt for our thesis publication
services and get your work recognized by one and all.
A thesis or dissertation needs to be published for getting its due recognition. Only published content can add to the existing
body of knowledge and get referenced in articles submitted by other researchers. The career prospects of a researcher or
academician is determined to a great extent by the quality as well as the quantity of articles published. After Master / Doctorate,
if you wish to remain in academia or move into a related profession, publishing your thesis is often considered essential. The
PhD is an academic exercise aimed at gaining a qualification and a set of skills, whereas a book is intended to be read by
others. Converting your thesis into a book can be used as a building block to an academic career, to influence your discipline
and expand your knowledge of the field.
Your thesis will be published in Book form having ISBN and will have open access, which means that your thesis will be
available to anyone in the world to download / read for free directly from the website . Your thesis will be accessible from
Google Scholar and Google.
EHP is publishing Thesis/Dissertation Work that emphasizes research, development and application within the fields of new
business, engineering and technology, science, education, architecture etc.

BENEFIT TO AUTHOR
 Career Enhancement
The career prospects of a researcher or academician is determined to a great extent by
the quality as well as the quantity of articles published. Become a author will not only gives
API score for Career Advancement Scheme (CAS) under UGC regulation but built
reputation in society.

 Author Branding
You will be enrolled at Research Gate Membership, acadmia.edu Membership and Google
Scholar and your publication will be listed.

 Open Access
It gives greater visibility to your work and enables better citation and usage. With unrestricted access, your content gains a
wider reach, thus opening out to wider analysis, scientific collaboration and excellence.

 Profit Sharing
You will earn 60% of the profits from the sale of your book. Not only you are creating a
strong brand for yourself as an author but also making an earning out of it.

 Complimentary Copies of Book
The author will receive complimentary copies of the book by courier along with publication
certificate.

 Available Online & Printed
Printed copies of the book will be available, as well as it will be made available online only too. Print on Demand Services will
be offered. Permanent online link will be provided for all future references. A dedicated web page will provided, which will
provide Author’s Bio-data with photograph and Thesis introduction and research details.

 Distribution Internationally
Making your work available for purchase across the world! In India, your books will find place in major e-commerce platforms
like Amazon, Flipkart etc.

 Indexing in Databases
Indexing adds integrity and credibility to your research. Indexing accentuates your content's value in the scientific community.
As research becomes increasingly global, interdisciplinary and collaborative, indexing your content greatly influences your
citation scores. We will index you book at CiteSeerX, Google Scholar and Zenodo.

 International Quality at Affordable Rates
Premium publishing services at most affordable rates. State of the art printing technology enables to print at low costs without
compromising on quality. Thanks to our in-house teams, we are able to keep the costs affordable.

 Promotion and Distribution
We use a multichannel marketing strategy. With an emphasis on targeted direct-mail campaigns, our marketing team works to
make sure that your book will achieve maximum visibility among the appropriate audiences. Along with direct mail efforts, email
and telemarketing campaigns adds to our successful marketing formula.

SUBSCRIPTION & PROCESSING CHARGES
EPH publication follows a full open access format which makes your research work easily accessible to the scientific
community. We are offering open access to all users. The aim of EPH is to share knowledge and useful research outputs for
International utilization. EPH does not have any income source. Only processing charges are implied to defray its production
and maintenance costs from author.
The Processing Charges
are Rs.7999/- (for Indian Author) or 300 USD ( for Foreign Author). The Processing
Charges includes publication of thesis with ISBN, Certificate, Indexing and other services.
SUBMISSION GUIDLINES
1. We accept manuscripts in English language.
2. The submission must not have been previously published nor should it be under
consideration for publication elsewhere.
3. The submission file will be in Microsoft Word only, PDF and other format is not
accepted for consideration of publication.
4. Acceptance notification period will vary based on the complexities involved in the
study.
5. All published dissertations and theses will be indexed in regular indexing sites and
publication will be available on both online and print.

The author can submit the soft copy of thesis at: info@editedbook.in / editedbook01@gmail.com

CONTACT DETAILS
EMPYREAL PUBLISHING HOUSE
1, Santi Path, Zoo Road Tiniali,
Guwahati, Assam

Website
: www: editedbook.in
Contact Person : Zahir Admed
Contact No
: +91-9999817591

